Abstract. Case-based reasoning is a popular approach used in intelligent systems. Whenever a new case has to be dealt with, the most similar cases are retrieved from the case base and their encompassed knowledge is exploited in the current situation. Combinations of case-based reasoning with other intelligent methods have been explored deriving effective knowledge representation schemes. Although some types of combinations have been mostly explored, other types have not been thoroughly investigated. In this paper, we briefly outline popular case-based reasoning combinations. More specifically, we focus on combinations of case-based reasoning with rulebased reasoning, soft computing and ontologies. We illustrate basic types of such combinations and discuss future directions.
INTRODUCTION
Case-based representations store a large set of previous cases with their solutions in the case base using them whenever a similar new case has to be dealt with [19] , [22] . Whenever, a new input case comes in, a case-based system performs inference in four phases known as the case-based reasoning (CBR) cycle [1] : (i) retrieve, (ii) reuse, (iii) revise and (iv) retain. The retrieval phase retrieves from the case base the most relevant stored case(s) to the new case. Indexing schemes and similarity metrics are used for this purpose. In the reuse phase, a solution for the new case is created based on the retrieved most relevant case(s). The revise phase validates the correctness of the proposed solution, perhaps with the intervention of the user. Finally, the retain phase decides whether the knowledge learned from the solution of the new case is important enough to be incorporated into the system. CBR can be effectively combined with other intelligent methods [25] , [31] . Two main trends for CBR combinations can be discerned. The first trend involves embedded approaches in which the primary intelligent method (usually CBR) embeds one or more other intelligent methods to assist its internal online and offline tasks. The second combination trend involves approaches in which the problem solving process can be decomposed into tasks for which different representation formalisms are required or available. In such situations, a CBR system as a whole (with its possible internal modules) is integrated 'externally' with other intelligent systems to create an improved overall system. Popular CBR combinations involve combinations with rulebased reasoning (RBR), model-based reasoning (MBR) and soft computing methods. CBR has also been combined with other intelligent methods (e.g. ontologies). In certain CBR combinations both combination trends have been followed. In other combinations one of the two trends is mostly explored.
In this paper, we briefly discuss aspects involving CBR combinations. We focus on intelligent methods with which CBR is usually combined. Our purpose is not to present an extensive survey of developed CBR combinations but to present their key aspects.
COMBINATIONS OF CBR
Combinations of CBR with other intelligent methods have been explored for more effective knowledge representation and problem solving. CBR can be combined with various intelligent methods. However, CBR is usually combined with RBR, MBR and soft computing methods.
To categorize CBR combinations one could use Medsker's general categorization scheme for integrated intelligent systems [26] . Medsker distinguishes five main combination models: standalone, transformational, loose coupling, tight coupling and fully integrated models. Distinction between those models is based on the degree of coupling between the integrated components. Underlying categories for some of these models are also defined. Main types of underlying categories for loose and tight coupling models involve pre-processing, postprocessing and co-processing models as well as embedded processing (for tight coupling models only). Not all of these combination models and/or their underlying categories have been thoroughly explored in the case of CBR combinations. The types of combination models that have been applied to CBR combinations depend on the nature of the other intelligent methods combined with CBR. Some combination models are difficult to apply in certain CBR combinations. For instance, it is difficult to apply the fully integrated model in combinations of RBR with CBR. Obviously, the standalone model can be applied to combinations of CBR with any other method.
Generally speaking, coupling models are the most usual CBR combination models. More specifically, embedded coupling approaches constitute perhaps the most popular trend.
Most of the combinations following this trend use other intelligent methods to assist various CBR tasks. CBR is a generic methodology for building knowledge-based systems and its internal reasoning tasks can be implemented using a number of techniques as long as the guiding CBR principles are followed [36] . The reverse approach that is, embedding casebased modules into intelligent systems employing other representations to assist in their internal tasks does not seem to be popular with the exception of combinations with genetic algorithms. In combinations of CBR with RBR and MBR, various coupling approaches have also been investigated besides embedded approaches [31] . In coupling combinations of CBR with soft computing methods, embedded approaches seem to be the most thoroughly investigated.
In the following, we discuss main issues involving combinations of CBR with RBR, fuzzy logic, neural networks, genetic algorithms and ontologies.
Combinations of CBR with RBR
Various types of coupling models involving combinations of CBR and RBR have been investigated i.e., sequential processing, co-processing and embedded processing [31] .
In sequential processing, information (produced by reasoning) necessarily passes sequentially through some or all of the combined modules to produce the final result [33] , [11] .
In co-processing approaches, the combined modules closely interact in producing the final result. Such systems can be discerned into two types: cooperation-oriented, which give emphasis on cooperation, and reconciliation-oriented, which give emphasis on reconciliation. In the former type, the combined components cooperate with each other (usually by interleaving their reasoning steps) [27] , [32] . In the latter, each component produces its own conclusion, possibly differing from the conclusion of the other component, and thus a reconciliation process is necessary [14] .
In embedded processing, CBR systems employ one or more RBR modules to perform tasks of their CBR cycle (e.g. retrieval and adaptation). Such approaches are quite common in CBR especially for adaptation. RBR systems embedding CBR modules do not seem to exist.
Combinations of CBR with Fuzzy Logic
CBR can be combined with fuzzy logic in fruitful ways in order to handle imprecision. A usual approach is the incorporation of fuzzy logic into a CBR system in order to improve CBR aspects [4] , [29] , [35] , [9] . Such combinations have been vastly explored as imprecision and uncertainty are inherent in various CBR tasks. Fuzzy terms may be used in case representation enabling a flexible encoding of case features that encompasses imprecise and uncertain information. Fuzzy logic may be also proved very useful in indexing and retrieval. Fuzzy indexing enables multiple indexing of a case on a single feature with different degrees of membership [35] . Fuzzy similarity assessment and matching methods can produce more accurate results. Fuzzy clustering and classification methods can also be applied in case retrieval. In addition, fuzzy adaptation rules can be employed in case adaptation.
The works concerning combination of RBR with CBR [31] could potentially be improved with use of fuzzy rules. Investigation of coupling approaches in combinations of CBR with fuzzy systems besides embedded ones could be fruitful.
Combinations of CBR with Neural Networks
Neural networks are usually employed by CBR to perform tasks such as indexing, retrieval and adaptation. In this way, appealing characteristics of neural networks such as parallelism, robustness, adaptability, generalization and ability to cope with incomplete input data are exploited [10] , [35] . Due to the fact that different types of neural networks have been developed (e.g. back propagation neural networks, radial basis function networks, Self-Organizing Map networks, ART network), different types of neural capabilities for classification and clustering can be exploited. Certain CBR approaches have employed different types of neural networks for the various internal CBR tasks (e.g. [12] , [34] ). Knowledge extracted from neural networks could also be exploited by CBR [10] , [35] . An interesting direction could involve non-embedded coupling approaches combining CBR with neural networks.
Combinations of CBR with Genetic Algorithms
Usual combinations of CBR with genetic algorithms (GAs) involve use of GAs to optimize (one or more) aspects of a CBR system. On the other hand, CBR can be exploited to enhance GAs. Other types of combinations of CBR with GAs can be also implemented.
GAs can be used within CBR to enhance indexing and retrieval. GAs have been used to assign case feature weights enhancing similarity assessment [39] , [8] , to perform feature selection [18] and generally to select relevant indices for evolving environments. GAs have also been used to retrieve multiple similar cases [38] . If k nearest neighbor retrieval is applied, genetic algorithms can be used to find the optimal k parameter in order to improve the retrieval accuracy [2] . Furthermore, GAs can be used to perform instance selection i.e., finding the representative cases in a case base and determining a reduced subset of a case base. In this way, time performance is improved by reducing search space and accuracy can be improved through elimination of noisy and useless cases [2] . Additionally, GAs have been used to enhance case adaptation [16] , [17] . Genetic algorithms can also optimize case representation, e.g. by performing case feature discretization [18] and removing irrelevant features. Such optimizations improve accuracy, search time and storage requirements. It is also quite usual to simultaneously optimize more than one CBR aspect with GAs (e.g. [2] , [18] ).
On the other hand CBR can be employed to enhance GAs. CBR can be applied to GAs by creating cases to track the history of a search. This case base can contribute in the understanding of how a solution was reached, why a solution works, and what the search space looks like. It could thus be used to design highly tailored search strategies for future use [23] . Such an approach could therefore be used to explain the results of the genetic algorithm and for knowledge extraction. Moreover, similar stored cases can be also incorporated into a genetic algorithm to reduce convergence time and improve solution accuracy. GAs randomly initialize their starting population. Instead, relevant stored cases can be used as part of the initial population (solution) of GAs. Additionally, relevant stored cases can be periodically injected into the pool of chromosomes while the genetic algorithm runs [24] , [7] . In certain approaches, CBR is exploited by GAs for both knowledge extraction and case injection [30] .
Combinations of CBR with Ontologies
Ontologies facilitate knowledge sharing and reuse. They can provide an explicit conceptualization describing data semantics and a shared and common understanding of the domain knowledge that can be communicated among agents and application systems [6] . Ontologies play a crucial role in enabling the processing and sharing of knowledge between programs on the Web [21] . Intelligent Decision Support Systems in the semantic Web framework should be able to handle, integrate with and reason from distributed data and information on the Web [3] .
Therefore ontologies can be combined with CBR in various ways. Ontologies can be used by a CBR system to represent the input problem [20] , to enhance similarity assessment [13] , case representation, case abstraction and case adaptation [3] . Ontologies may perform all such CBR tasks [37] .
Combinations of CBR with Multiple Intelligent Methods
The previous sections focused on combinations of CBR with one other individual intelligent method. However, intelligent systems have been developed that combine CBR with multiple other intelligent methods. Such multi-integrated paradigms usually follow a coupling model.
Obviously, a CBR system may employ multiple intelligent methods (e.g. rules and various soft computing methods) to perform its internal tasks [36] . Typical examples of approaches employing multiple soft computing methods within the CBR cycle are presented in [12] and [34] . In [12] all of the four phases of the CBR cycle employ soft computing methods. Employed soft computing methods are a self-organizing neural network for retrieval, a radial basis neural network for reuse, fuzzy systems for revise and all soft computing methods for retain. In [34] fuzzy logic, supervised and unsupervised neural networks and a genetic algorithm are employed for case representation, indexing, retrieval and adaptation.
More interesting approaches concern multi-integrated systems not following the embedded approach. Typical such multi-integrated approaches involve combinations of CBR, RBR and MBR (e.g. [28] ). Such approaches seem to be quite effective, because combinations of CBR with RBR and MBR individually have been thoroughly investigated. Quite often such systems have been implemented to deal with deficiencies of earlier systems combining CBR with only one of the other two intelligent methods (e.g. RBR or MBR alone). Multiintegrated CBR approaches, besides those involving RBR/MBR, could be developed. For instance, ontologies could constitute an interesting candidate method that could be combined with CBR and another intelligent method in order to facilitate knowledge sharing and reuse among the integrated system components themselves [5] and among integrated systems. Such a combination could be useful in Web-based systems that need to share knowledge. Fruitful such approaches could involve combinations of CBR, ontologies and RBR/MBR. For instance in [6] an approach combining CBR, RBR and an ontology is presented.
Multi-integrated paradigms could also be considered systems combining CBR with certain types of neuro-symbolic or neurofuzzy approaches in which the neuro-symbolic (neuro-fuzzy) module fully integrates the neural and symbolic (fuzzy) approach. Such modules could be used within CBR instead of plain neural or fuzzy components. Non-embedded coupling approaches can be applied as well. For instance, in [15] a neuro-symbolic method is combined with CBR according to the reconciliation coupling approach.
CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we discuss key aspects involving combinations of CBR with other intelligent methods. Such combinations are becoming increasingly popular due to the fact that in many application domains a vast amount of case data is available. Such combined approaches have managed to solve problems in application domains where a case-based module needs the assistance and/or completion of other intelligent modules in order to produce effective results. This trend is very likely to carry on in the following years.
Future directions in combinations of CBR with other intelligent methods could involve a number of aspects. Main such aspects involve: (a) combinations of CBR with soft computing methods, (b) combinations of CBR with fuzzy rules, (c) combinations of CBR with ontologies and (d) combinations of CBR with neuro-symbolic and neuro-fuzzy approaches.
Combinations of CBR with soft computing methods not following an embedded coupling approach could be an interesting future research direction. At present there seems to be a lack of great interest in pursuing this direction since the main interest has been focused on employing soft computing methods within CBR. A non-embedded direction in the combinations of CBR with soft computing could be pursued as thoroughly as in the case of combinations of CBR with RBR/MBR. A further step towards this direction could involve non-embedded approaches combining CBR with multiple soft computing methods or combinations of CBR, soft computing and other intelligent methods (e.g. RBR, MBR or ontologies).
Combinations of CBR with fuzzy rule-based systems could be based on work combining CBR with RBR that is, investigation of various coupling approaches.
The increasing interest in Web-based intelligent systems and future advances in the Semantic Web is likely to provide an impetus to approaches combining CBR with ontologies. This trend is likely to involve multi-integrated approaches combining CBR, ontologies and other intelligent methods.
Finally, a direction that may be useful to pursue involves non-embedded coupling approaches combining CBR with neuro-symbolic and neuro-fuzzy modules. Few such approaches have been developed.
